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John Godfrey Saxe’s poem, “The Blind Men and the Elephant”, is required reading for Singapore Management
University (SMU) students enrolled in a course on “Process Modelling and Solutions Blueprinting”. Their assignment --
to analyse and draw lessons from the comic plight of the six men in Saxe’s Indostan. Groping blindly around the
various parts of an elephant’s anatomy, they fail to identify the animal as the sum of its parts.
What do 19th century American humorous verse and ancient Indian fables have in common with information
technology today? According to information systems professor Venky Shakararaman, a key architect of the business
modelling and solution blueprinting course, the core objective is to train students to take a big picture view. “IT no
longer plays a ‘back office processing role’ but is now an integral part of business and must play a strategic role
within the organisation,” says Shankararaman. “Business personnel must understand the IT implications of change
and IT personnel must understand and highlight the business opportunities and challenges from new technologies.
Our aim is to produce future IT managers who will know how to communicate with business users and implement
solutions that add value directly to the business.”
According to him, the more traditional IT approach ignores the business side and simply focuses on system
requirements in trying to solve a business problem. There are several reasons for this misalignment: business users
who only view IT as a support tool for automating data storage, retrieval and analysis; IT specialists interested
solely in technology and routine applications; the lack of a common language between the two groups to exchange
views and share understanding; IT applications which have evolved over time into independent silos, or “islands of
automation” that are no longer relevant to current business needs; and the growing numbers of new processes and
IT applications which make it more difficult to keep up. The result -- IT solutions that do not deliver the expected
business value.
Mayank Gupta, Principle Architect at Infosys agrees. “We were called in by one of Thailand’s largest banks to rescue
a project that had stalled after four to five weeks. The initiative was aimed at automating the bank’s manual funding
and payment processes, but there was little progress because the business and IT teams did not get along.” In the
end, Infosys was able to bring the various stakeholders together on a common platform by providing formal methods
to help define business processes and arrive at the user tasks that needed to be automated.
Translating these `real world’ experiences and concepts into course content for students is challenging. “We
couldn’t find any books in the market which covered the breadth and depth of the course offering. This is when we
got the idea of writing a book for both SMU students and other IT professionals,” explains Shankararaman. Together
with SMU instructor Kar Way Tan and experts from Infosys Technologies Ltd, he developed a customised course
book, Business Process Engineering Methodology,in 2006 to fill this knowledge gap. A second, expanded edition of
the book will be published in August this year.
The Business Process
Simply put, a business process can be defined as a “repeatable” series of activities performed to deliver a service or
a product to a stakeholder. Just as the brain, acting as the control center, uses the information it receives from
around the human body to coordinate actions and reactions, organisations too are made up of numerous business
processes involving people, machines, IT applications, rules and activities through which the organisation is able to
deliver goods, services and information to its employees, external customers and stakeholders.
“Business processes are valuable corporate assets that directly support business strategies and goals in an
organisation and, therefore, need to be managed and optimised just like any other business asset,” says
Shankararaman. “One way to translate business objectives into IT solutions is through systematic and well thought
out models, techniques and tools.” Managing business processes entails working in the space where management
and IT intersect, also known as Business Process Management (BPM).
According to the SMU authors, business and IT alignment can take place at two levels: enterprise-wide through the
use of an Enterprise Architecture -- defined by the authors as “both a product and a process to align business
objectives, processes, information and technology across the organisation”; and at the project level to smoothly
translate business requirements into IT solutions through modelling. It is at this project level that the Business
Process Engineering Methodology (BPEM) comes into play.
The Methodology
A methodology is a systematic way of carrying out an activity or series of activities. States Shankararaman, “We
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needed a sound methodology which both parties could understand and use to describe business processes on the
one hand, and the concept IT solutions that could automate them on the other”. In seeking a methodology based on
the latest industry best practice and standards, Shankararaman approached well-known Indian software company,
Infosys Technologies Ltd headquartered in Bangalore, India, which had developed its own proprietary InFlux™ BPEM
methodology.
Working closely with a team from Infosys, comprising Srinivas Thonse, Mayank Gupta and Nivedita Deshmukh from
the company’s Software Engineering and Technology Labs (SETLabs) division, the SMU faculty adapted the InFlux™
methodology -- used by experienced IT consultants in large and complex projects -- into teachable materials for
undergraduates and professionals.
The InFlux™ methodology consists of two main phases: Business Modelling and Concept Solution Blueprinting.
Business modelling is used to understand and analyse existing problems and requirements (‘As-Is Modelling’ and ‘As-Is
Process Analysis’), and translate these into IT requirements and solutions (‘To-Be Modelling’, ‘To-Be Process
Analysis’). In the final activity, IT Solution Requirement Definition, detailed functional and non-functional
requirements are mapped out in the form of ‘Use-Cases’, a user-centric way of capturing tasks performed by people
or IT.
During this first phase, appropriate business process models or templates are developed under various scenarios
taking into account everything from roles and reporting structures, business rules, and geographic location and
deployment, to a catalogue of sub-processes, sequences of activities and process flows, and types of collaboration,
interaction and work product exchange within and outside the organisation. Says Shankararaman, “The business
model provides a common language and frameworks for all the stakeholders involved to share and discuss the
problems that need to be solved”.
In the second, Concept Solution Blueprinting phase, a high level design is developed which consolidates the various
requirements and ‘actors’. In addition to the requirements identified in the previous phase, ‘big picture’ inputs are
also taken into account such as business goals, IT trends, industry standards, as well as corporate IT principles,
standards and a roadmap for the organisation internally. In this phase, more models are generated representing the
various aspects of the proposed solution including solution modelling (bird’s eye view of the solution), application
modelling(new and existing software), domain modelling (information or date entities involved), service modelling
(functionalities exposed to facilitate system-to-system interactions), risk modelling and concept cost modelling.
What are some of the distinctive features of the InFlux™ methodology? “InFlux™’s strengths lie in its formalisation,
semi-automation and prescriptive methods for the requirements phase,’” explains Deshmukh, Technical Architect at
Infosys. “InFlux™ provides a process-centric approach using prescriptive meta models to capture and translate
business requirements into system requirements and, thereby, clear IT solutions. For example, InFlux™ can auto-
generate use cases from the business process definition,” he says.
The InFlux™ methodology also enables process optimisation by providing methods for business process analysis. It
augments the process design and analysis phase by providing some industry best practices and reference models.
For example, InFlux™ fully incorporates the iterative nature of requirements, whereby the various artifacts
generated are seamlessly integrated at the methodology and tool level.
Win-win Collaboration
The collaboration has worked well for both organisations. SMU students are exposed to industry-relevant knowledge
and skills while Infosys Technologies, in turn, has benefitted from the academic depth, rigour and refinement of
techniques and tools brought to their methodology by the SMU faculty. Infosys’s Education and Research
Department is exploring the use of SMU’s course materials for the company’s own recruits.
Another interesting feature of the course is its dynamic content. Shankararaman and Tan plan to incorporate online
suggestions and feedback from students, faculty and staff into course updates and subsequent editions of the book.
Infosys’s own website www.InFluxconnect.com (http://www.influxconnect.com/)  also invites people with domain
thought leadership (within and outside Infosys) to share business practices and processes and improve peer-to-peer
collaboration.
On a larger scale, both organisations are looking at the possibility of offering the BPEM course materials to other
universities within and outside India. Says Deshmukh, “InFlux™ is a very comfortable common platform for both
business and IT stakeholders to evolve, exchange and manage requirements throughout the business process
lifecycle. The greatest value-add is that this knowledge has crossed organisational boundaries and is widely available
for both practitioners and the student community”.
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